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In the age of mail-order DNA, a firm seeks to increase safety without slowing progress

By Justin Chen

July 6, 2018

Sequencing engineer Katya Mikhalev prepares to sequence RNA at the Ginkgo Bioworks headquarters in Boston. Ruby Wallau/STAT

magine being a store owner who sells machines without knowing exactly what they do. Some of your
products could help farmers grow more nutritious crops while a few others could spread disease among
thousands of people. Part of your inventory would do nothing at all.

This is the quandary facing many biotech companies that specialize in synthesizing or printing DNA. By
selling genes, they have empowered synthetic biologists seeking to genetically engineer organisms
capable of fighting disease or producing industrial materials.

But they have also opened the door to a new possibility — the accidental or deliberate creation of
genetically enhanced bacteria and viruses that could be used as biological weapons.

Companies that print genetic material already limit the sale of DNA sequences that closely resemble
those from known pathogens like the smallpox virus and that present clear threats. However, they must
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also figure out how to contend with “dark matter DNA sequences” — genes with unknown functions that
may have some commonalities to harmful DNA.
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Ginkgo Bioworks, a Boston-based biotech company, is trying to develop a tool that could help.

Founded in 2009, the company specializes in engineering yeast and bacteria to produce custom materials.
Through this work, Ginkgo has accumulated the world’s largest library of engineered DNA sequences.
By feeding those sequences into sophisticated computer programs, the company hopes to develop
software that will predict whether other genes, with unknown functions, pose any biosecurity threats.

The goal is to make synthetic biology safer without slowing progress.
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A liquid-handling robot pipettes pieces of DNA at the Ginkgo Bioworks headquarters. Ruby Wallau/STAT

“There’s ways of positively impacting agriculture, medicine, and health care,” said Christina Agapakis,
creative director of Ginkgo. “But there’s part of biology that hurts us, too. How do you make sure that
you can keep developing the good but protect against any potential harms?”

Identifying new threats

Synthetic biologists liken DNA to computer code. By inserting different genes into microbes, scientists
can reprogram the biology of yeast and bacteria to perform new functions.

At Ginkgo, falling costs of DNA synthesis and cutting-edge automation have enabled this reprograming
on an enormous scale. Researchers, looking to optimize how well their microbes perform, may try
hundreds or thousands of different versions of a particular gene obtained from different plants and
animals or even strategically altered by scientists. By Ginkgo’s estimate, the company’s activity accounts
for 40 percent of worldwide gene printing.

The efforts have paid off. Ginkgo has turned microbes into customizable factories that produce key
ingredients in perfume, detergents, and cheese. In 2017, the company began a $100 million venture with
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Bayer to develop microorganisms that deliver nutrients to plants as a replacement to traditional fertilizer.
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Ginkgo’s success is based on a cycle of learning. First scientists predict the function of a set of genes,
make the genes in the lab, and test how they perform in cells. They then use the results to train computer
programs to better find the most useful genes in future projects.

By testing hundreds of thousands of genes, Ginkgo is getting better and better at predicting what the next
gene they encounter will do.

According to Jason Kelly, CEO of Ginkgo, creating algorithms to identify dangerous DNA sequences is
an extension of the technology that Ginkgo has already developed to engineer microbes more efficiently.

“We’ve built up these tools to say, ‘Hey, can I predict what that gene in nature that no one has ever tested
before is going to do?’” said Kelly. “It just so happens that’s a tool that can be reapplied on the
biosecurity front [to ask], “Hey, is this gene likely to do something that we don’t want?’”
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Ginkgo Bioworks founder Jason Kelly (left) and Patrick Boyle, head of design. Ruby Wallau/STAT

Currently, DNA printing companies in the United States follow voluntary guidelines — chiefly those
published by the Department of Health and Human Services and the International Gene Synthesis
Consortium. Part of their strategy relies on screening customer orders for DNA that comes from a list of
dangerous organisms or closely resembles genes from such organisms.

“That’s a good start,” said Patrick Boyle, head of design at Ginkgo, but some versions of pathogenic
genes may also be present in other organisms that we think of as harmless. Researchers have also shown
that genes with different sequences or chemical building blocks may still have similar functions.
Together, these observations suggest that comparing a mysterious DNA sequence to the genome of
dangerous organisms will not identify all threats.

To address this issue, Ginkgo’s new computer programs try to evaluate whether genetic material is
dangerous based on what function the DNA sequence encodes for and how the DNA could be used to
alter the behavior of bacteria and viruses. Designing such programs is challenging because screening
algorithms must quickly scan through large data sets and avoid bogging down users with false positives.

Boyle brings up a hypothetical scenario in which scientists surveying the Mediterranean Sea find a piece
of DNA with a 50 percent sequence similarity to a known gene.

“Does that mean it has the same function?” he asks. “No one can tell you that right now.”

Preparing for the future

Ginkgo’s new mission is part of a government program, named Functional Genomic and Computational
Assessment of Threats (Fun GCAT), to bolster biosecurity. Run by an agency within the Office of the
Director of National Intelligence, the initiative is funding 21 companies and institutions to develop new
tools for detecting dangerous DNA sequences.

John Julius, the program manager, describes the program as a mix of groups that have a long history of
collaborating with the government as well as new teams “like Ginkgo who are really at the forefront of
technology. We’re trying to get the best of both worlds.”

Ginkgo and other members of the Fun GCAT program started working in the summer of 2017.

After the program ends in 2020, Julius hopes to update safety guidelines and to share improved DNA
screening software with biotech companies. The tools will be designed to help prevent bioterrorism, he
said, but also the “accidental creation of something that could be bad.”

Or, as he called, it “bioterror and bioerror.”
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For now, scientists will continue to evaluate the risks associated with synthesizing unknown DNA
sequences and synthetic biology in general.

Carly Odynsky, a manufacturing operator, prepares DNA for synthesis. Ruby Wallau/STAT

According to Michael Imperiale, professor of microbiology and immunology at the University of
Michigan, not only is biotechnology advancing rapidly but it is becoming accessible to more people. “It’s
certainly something that the department of defense and other agencies tasked with our security need to
monitor.”

The potential for danger is not entirely theoretical. Last summer, Canadian biologists synthesized the
horsepox virus using DNA they ordered online. Although horsepox is not dangerous to humans, it is
closely related to the deadly smallpox virus.

Critics of the study believe that the Canadian team created a how-to guide for engineering deadly
pathogens. “Demonstrating this can be done … will get the attention of people who might want to use it
for the wrong reasons,” Marc Lipsitch, a professor of epidemiology at Harvard University, told STAT at
the time. “As potentially dangerous work gets cheaper and cheaper, it becomes harder to control.”
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Other scientists, including Imperiale and those at Twist Bioscience — a DNA printing company — are
more measured.
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If you compare the risk of a biological weapon today with 10 years ago, said James Diggans, director of
bioinformatics and biosecurity at Twist Bioscience, “we don’t feel like [DNA synthesis] technology has
moved the needle all that much.”

Why? Obtaining DNA is just one step in the intricate process required to make a weapon. In the same
way that building a plane requires more than gathering raw materials, genetically enhancing a pathogen is
more involved than acquiring a set of genes in the mail.

The DNA still has to be used to successfully reprogram the bacteria or virus and raise the pathogen at a
large scale, said Diggans. “That’s all really hard from just a technical and physical standpoint … and
none of these new [DNA printing] technologies help with any of that.”

According to a recent National Academies report on biosecurity — authored in part by Imperiale and
Boyle — these technical challenges will keep the public safe for now but scientists should act proactively
to address future dangers.

“Life sciences capabilities are outpacing the ability of government to provide functional oversight,” said
Elizabeth Cameron, vice president of global biological policy and programs at the Nuclear Threat
Initiative. “That means that the people who are actually developing those technologies have an increasing
role to play in mitigating risk.”
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